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In this talk I will try to explain the nature of various zero-one laws in terms of the “large scale
logic”.

One of the most famous zero-one laws is about finite graphs : for every first-order sentence
of graph theory either this sentence or its negation holds almost surely on all finite graphs. The
large scale first order logic is an “asymptotic” version of the classical first order logic, where the
notion of truthness is more relaxed, so in this case a sentence holds in a given structure A if it
holds “almost surely” in A. It turns out that the zero-one law above means precisely that the large
scale first order theory of the complete graph C on countably many vertices (the universe of all
the finite graphs !) is complete in the classical model-theoretic meaning. Furthermore, this large
scale theory is precisely the standard first order theory of the random subgraphs of C, which
are the famous Rado - Erdos graphs. Here one can see exactly what are the formulas that hold
almost surely on all finite graphs.

I will show that similar zero-one laws hold for Cayley graphs of arbitrary finitely generated
groups and describe their large scale theories. Surprisingly, these theories are closely related to
percolation on groups.

Large scale theories of groups itself (not their Cayley graphs) are much more mysterious. Ho-
wever, recent progress on Tarski problems allows one to describe large scale theories of arbitrary
hyperbolic groups - in the large scale logic they look precisely like free groups.


